
Warp Effect URP / HDRP Manual - Version 1.0

This manual will help you to quickly create a warp effect for your project. The asset was 
made with Unity 2020.3 and URP / HDRP 10.5.1 for Desktop and consoles.

The asset was not tested on VR and mobile devices. 

1. Introduction

The Warp Effect has many settings you can change in the editor. You can change the color, 
the transparency, emission texture, emission color, the warp speed and many more. 
Everything can be changed in one place with the editor. I highly recommend to use linear 
color space because it looks so much better.

Definitions:

Shader Properties: [Warp_Speed]

IMPORTANT: Before you importing a new version, please backup your project.

Sometimes the warp effect materials are pink after import the asset or if you 
switch from HDRP to URP. If you have this problem, open the shader graphs in
Shader Graph and hit Save Asset. This should fix the problem.

URP only:
If you have problems with the transparency of the effect (e.g. it looks grayish 
and is not fully transparent), make sure you have Opaque Texture enabled in 
your Universal Render Pipeline Asset.

2. How to use the asset

At first, place your spaceship or player vehicle into the scene. Next go to the Prefabs folder
and drag one of the „Warp_Effect_0x“ prefabs as a child into your spaceship. Place the 
Warp Effect so that your spaceship is in the center of the prefab. Scale the 
WarpSphereContainer inside of the prefab so it fits your needs..

If you extend the prefabs in your hierarchy view, you will find a camera. This camera is the 
player camera (for example the camera inside the cockpit of a spaceship). If you have a 
spaceship with a camera you should delete this camera. If not, adjust it to how you want.

To enable or disable the effect, enable or disable the WarpSphereContainer in your script. 
You can find an example script in the demo scene.



In the demo scene you can activate the effect with the arrow up key, and deactivate it with 
the arrow down key. You can rotate the camera with the left / right arrow keys.

If everything is set up, you can start playing with the values in the editor. Try out all the 
values and try different textures and different combination of textures. Use the textures in 
the asset or use your own. This will give you a lot of different effects.

If you setup the warp effect from scratch, the WarpSphere has 3 materials on a single 
mesh. One material per effect (Background Distortion, Star Effect and Warp Effect). You 
must place the materials in that order. In URP / HDRP it is not possible to use multipass 
shader, so this is a workaround for this problem. If you add the materials in the wrong 
order the editors will use the wrong materials and the asset can not work correctly or 
throw errors.

3. Settings

You have many different settings to change how the effects looks. You can change 
everything in the custom editor by selecting the prefabs root in the hierarchy. This makes it
easier for you to change the effect setting. Everything you need is in one place.

Warp Effect Editor

• Warp Speed: Simply defines how fast the effect is. [Warp_Speed]
• Main Color: The color of the effect. The transparency of this color defines the 

transparency of the effect. [Main_Color]
• Mix Color: This is a color which is mixed together with the Main Color. [Mix_Color]
• Warp Textures 1: You can change the textures, tiling and rotation speed if you want

a different look. [Warp_Texture_01], [Warp_Texture_Tiling_01], [Rotation_Speed_01]
• Warp Textures 2: You can change the textures, tiling and rotation speed if you want 

a different look. [Warp_Texture_02], [Warp_Texture_Tiling_02], [Rotation_Speed_02]
• Emission Map 1: With the emission map you can change how the main textures 

emit light. You can change the tiling, rotation speed and speed of the emission map.
[Emission_Map_01], [Emission_Map_Tiling_01], [Emission_Map_Speed_01], 
[Emission_Map_Rotation_Speed_01]

• Emission Map 2: With the emission map you can change how the main textures 
emit light. You can change the tiling, rotation speed and speed of the emission map.
[Emission_Map_02], [Emission_Map_Tiling_02], [Emission_Map_Speed_02], 
[Emission_Map_Rotation_Speed_02]

• Emission Color: The emission color is a HDR color. The color defines how bright the
effect is. [Emisison_Color]



• Multiply Emission: If this is enabled both emission maps are multiplied together. 
[Multiply_Emission]

Background Distortion Editor

• Speed: The speed of the distortion effect. [Speed]
• Distortion Strength: The impact of the distortion. The higher the value the higher 

the distortion impact. [Distortion_Strength]
• Distortion Texture 1: This texture determines how the distortion looks. 

[Distortion_Texture_1], [Distortion_Texture_Tiling_1]
• Distortion Texture 2: This texture determines how the distortion looks. 

[Distortion_Texture_2], [Distortion_Texture_Tiling_2]

Stars Effect Editor:

• Warp Speed: Defines how fast the stars are moving. You can also define the speed 
for each star layer independently. In the demo scene this value is set in the 
LateUpdate method of the WarpOnOff script to move the stars depending on the 
warp speed. [Warp_Speed]

• Render Star Layer 1: Here you can enable or disable the first star layer. 
[Render_Star_Layer_01]

• Star Color Layer 1: Here you can set the color of the first star layer. [Star_Color_01]
• Star Texture 1: The texture to render the stars. [Star_Texture_01]
• Star Texture Tiling 1: Here you can set the tiling for the first star texture. 

[Star_Texture_Tiling_01]
• Star Speed 1: The idividual speed of star layer 1. [Star_Speed_01]
• Star Rotation Speed 1: The rotation speed of star layer 1. [Star_Rotation_Speed_01]
• Render Star Layer 2: Here you can enable or disable the first star layer. 

[Render_Star_Layer_02]
• Star Color Layer 2: Here you can set the color of the second star layer. 

[Star_Color_02]
• Star Texture 2: The texture to render the stars. [Star_Texture_02]
• Star Texture Tiling 2: Here you can set the tiling for the second star texture. 

[Star_Texture_Tiling_02]
• Star Speed 2: The idividual speed of star layer 2. [Star_Speed_02]
• Star Rotation Speed 2: The rotation speed of star layer 2. [Star_Rotation_Speed_02]
• Star Alpha: The transparency of the star material. [Star_Alpha]



5. Shader Properties:

This is a list of all shader properties you can access by your scripts.

Warp_Shader_Graph:

Warp_Speed
Main_Color
Mix_Color     
Warp_Texture_01
Warp_Texture_Tiling_01
Rotation_Speed_01
Warp_Texture_02
Warp_Texture_Tiling_02
Rotation_Speed_02
Emission_Map_01
Emission_Map_Tiling_01
Emission_Map_Speed_01
Emission_Map_Rotation_Speed_01
Emission_Map_02
Emission_Map_Tiling_02
Emission_Map_Speed_02
Emission_Map_Rotation_Speed_02
Emission_Color
Multiply_Emission

Background_Distortion_Shader_Graph

Speed
Distortion_Strength
Distortion_Texture_1
Distortion_Texture_Tiling_1
Distortion_Texture_2
Distortion_Texture_Tiling_2

Star_Shader_Graph

Warp_Speed
Star_Color_01
Star_Texture_01



Star_Texture_Tiling_01
Star_Speed_01
Star_Rotation_Speed_01
Star_Color_02
Star_Texture_02
Star_Texture_Tiling_02
Star_Speed_02
Star_Rotation_Speed_02
Render_Star_Layer_01
Render_Star_Layer_02
Star_Alpha

If you have any questions or suggestions, feel free to contact me at 
dirk.jacobasch@outlook.com

mailto:dirk.jacobasch@outlook.com

